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Benefits of IGBT Technology versus Sinewave Dimming

IGBT Dimming Technology
Two Very Different Technologies

No Triplen Harmonics

Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor (IGBT) Dimming and
Sinewave Dimming are two very different technologies used
for dimming lighting loads, yet both technologies provide
essentially the same benefits. IGBT Dimming was introduced
in 1992. This patented dimming technology has been in use
in Architectural and Theatrical applications around the world,
including some of the world's most prestigious venues.

Large inrush currents create havoc on Neutral conductors
called harmonics. These harmonics often cause service
transformers to overheat, and conduit and panelboards to
"chatter".

Both IGBT dimming and Sinewave dimming offer quiet lamps,
dimming circuits that do not buzz, the elimination of triplen
harmonics, higher efficiencies and therefore less heat
contribution, and intelligence that provides for dimming
circuits that can regulate output voltage and current, monitor
operating temperatures, and protect against shorted loads.
Both IGBT dimming and Sinewave dimming incorporate
Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor power devices, and neither
circuit requires the large inductors (chokes) required by
Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR) or Solid State Relay (SSR)
dimmers.

Quiet Dimming
Both IGBT Dimming and Sinewave Dimming offer quiet lamps.
By eliminating harsh inrush currents, lamp filaments remain
quiet, and last longer. Noisy lamps can be a real problem in
performance spaces, or acoustically hard spaces. Older SCR
and SSR Dimmers employed large chokes to limit the inrush
current, and reduce lamp "sing." However, these chokes were
large, heavy, and inefficient, reducing the output voltage of
the dimmer and increasing the amount of heat each dimmer
circuit produced. Also, these chokes were inconsistent - the
amount of filtering they provided was dependent on the size
of the connected load. IGBT and Sinewave dimming circuits
do not use chokes, and therefore are lighter, and more
efficient. Chokeless IGBT dimmers and Sinewave dimmers
produce none of the audible buzzing usually associated with
dimming equipment.

For years, engineers have specified oversized neutral
conductors, and K-Rated transformers to help reduce the
negative effects of harmonics. Both IGBT and Sinewave
dimming have solved the harmonics problem without the use
of specialized equipment or wiring. Sinewave dimming
creates no current inrushes on the output side of the dimmer.
IGBT dimming circuitry greatly reduces the inrush current on
the output side of the dimmer, but provides a feature that
places complimentary pairs of dimmers in Forward Phase
Control (FPC) and Reverse Phase Control (RPC). These "pairs"
of dimmers have small harmonics, that cancel each other.
This patented process of harmonic cancellation is called LOW
HARM.

Intelligent Dimming
Both IGBT and Sinewave dimming circuits employ extensive
intelligence. These new dimming technologies are able to
sense temperature, load size, output voltage and current, and
even detect shorts while shutting the output voltage off to
prevent arcing and fires. Using this intelligence, IGBT and
Sinewave dimmers are able to provide vital information when
an error condition arises, or notify someone if a lamp has
burned out.

Manual Dimmer Control
All IGBT dimmers incorporate a "focus" button feature which
allows for manual operation of each dimmer, saving setup
time and labor. Most other dimmers must be controlled
through a central processor module or switched "on".

IGBT Dimming Technology Features*

More Efficient

•

Fully Digital Dimming technology with Forward / Reverse
phase dimming (automatic or user-selectable)

Since IGBT and Sinewave dimmers do not use chokes, they
output more voltage, and produce less waste heat. More
efficiency translates into brighter lamps and lower HVAC
requirements. Sinewave dimmers operate with an efficiency
of 96.5% or better, while IGBT dimmers operate at a fixed
efficiency of 97.6%. Many IGBT dimmers are so efficient, they
are convection cooled, and do not produce any noise at all.

•

Compatible with new LED drivers that require reverse
phase operation

•

No dimmer room required and no added cooling needed

•

Energy efficient – only a 2.5 volt (or less) insertion loss
(depends on model)

•

Solid-state dimming technology with adjustable
transition (rise) time up to 1,000 ms for quiet operation

•

Low Harm mode to reduce neutral harmonics

•

Automatic Overload Short Circuit protection

•

Products available for 120V, 277V, or 230V/240V
applications
*Check specific model details for complete features.
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IGBT Dimming Technology
Mutual Benefits

Clearly, IGBT and Sinewave dimming offer many of the same benefits desired when choosing a high-performance dimming system. Both
technologies are quiet, efficient, and intelligent. And both technologies are available from reputable leaders in the dimming industry.
However, there are a few differences between IGBT and Sinewave dimming which should be considered.

Benefits of IGBT Technology versus Sinewave Dimming

First, IGBT Dimming is a proven reliable technology, in use around the world since 1992. Sinewave is a newer technology, and its reliability
is yet to be proven. Typically, a Sinewave dimmer incorporates twice the number of components compared to an IGBT dimmer, increasing
circuit complexity and increasing the chances of a failure.
Second, IGBT Dimming is competitively priced with conventional SCR and SSR dimming equipment. Since IGBT Dimming is inexpensive,
all the benefits of IGBT Dimming can be employed on every circuit instead of only a select few circuits. The cost of Sinewave remains
high, and Sinewave is often presented as a solution for "problem circuits." IGBT Dimming affords you all the benefits of Sinewave
Dimming, for the price of conventional SCR/SSR Dimming.

IGBT Dimming Benefits
Quiet

Efficient

Size/Weight

No RF Noise

Affordable

Sinewave

Forward versus Reverse Phase Control
Below is a graphical representation of Forward and the benefits of Reverse Phase Control.

FORWARD PHASE CONTROL (turns current on)

REVERSE PHASE CONTROL (turns current off)

Transition Time

Transition Time

Sudden rise causes
filament oscillation

Smooth rise minimizes
filament oscillation
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